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1. Wireline Logging ‐ What
does the Average Geo need
to know? Part 1 of 3.
Th
he capture and
a
analysiss of wireline logs
caan be a complex busin
ness. A geo
ologist
might come to
o terms with
h a particulaar tool
su
uite in a familiar envirronment butt it is
offten difficult to decide what
w
tools to
t run
an
nd what benefits will acccrue from th
he cost
in a completely new prosp
pect. Here, in
i Part
1, are somee useful gu
uidelines on
n the
bo
orehole and the
t boreholee column.

Bo
orehole Navigation
N
n / Boreho
ole Verticaality
Geenerally speaaking, wireline logs shou
uld be precisse measurem
ments...if yo
ou log the ho
ole twice, acccurate or no
ot,
the logs mustt at least ovverlay. Accurracy is not as
a critical ass one mightt think, particularly if th
he logs can be
reeferenced to
o some empirical standaard. Borehole navigation
n is different...precision is not good
d enough. The
geeologist need
ds and expeccts an accuraate log.

The probllem is that it's offten difficcult to co
onfirm or
o challen
nge log accuracy.
a
.
Att the very leaast, the geologist will waant to know the trajectory of his borrehole within
n a known error tolerancce.
Th
his is not as easy as he might thinkk. In 2005, as
a an experiment, a Sou
uth African m
mining comp
pany, DeBeeers
(A
Anton Wolmarans), posittioned abou
ut 370 metres of PVC pipe
p
on the side of a ssteep emban
nkment at the
Vo
oorspoed mining site and
d invited som
me wireline contractors
c
to
t log it with
h their variou
us types of ve
erticality too
ols.
Th
he top and bottom
b
posittions of the pipe had been carefully determined by a mine ssurveyor. The results weere
qu
uite surprisin
ng...accuracyy varied from
m 0.1% (verry good inde
eed) to about 14% of the hole lenggth (1m‐140
0m
range over 1,0
000 metres of
o borehole).
No
ow, things have improveed a great deeal since theen, but the problem
p
is th
hat it is difficcult, withoutt having acceess
to
o such a largee test jig as the Voorspo
oed pipe, to prove that a particular verticality
v
lo
og is right or wrong and by
ho
ow much. Th
here will always be somee uncertaintyy about the real path of a test well ((unless it enters accessib
ble
mine workingss). Even a reliable refereence jig will not
n always guarantee
g
thee data becau
use errors may
m vary day to
daay, dependin
ng on measurrement drift during the duration
d
of a log.
Although log quality has improved a lot in receent years, th
he author still hears occcasional complaints fro
om
geeologists, particularly if a borehole is logged tw
wice or by two
t
differen
nt contracto
ors resulting in a differeent
measured trajectory...whicch one to beelieve. The borehole
b
navvigation measurement is important to
o the geologgist
an
nd so he needs to know a bit about th
he available tooling and the sources of errors.
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Wireline navigation logs may be based on
magnetometers, or some form of gyroscope,
orientating a set of level cells or accelerometers.
The magnetometer‐based verticality system is far
less expensive than a gyro. It may be a standalone
verticality tool or part of a dipmeter or televiewer
sonde. It is a continuous log of borehole tilt, with
respect to vertical, and borehole azimuth, with
respect to magnetic north.
This design has become very reliable in terms of
calibration and ruggedness (the tooling is generally
good) but its measurement is corrupted by
magnetic formations and it cannot log in steel
casing or drill pipe, so trajectory is rarely
referenced to the borehole collar position but,
most often, to base of casing.
Where possible, the geologist should plan to log
the cased zone, before casing is lowered, and splice
the various logs later.
Even if there are no steel casing or wedges in a borehole, the verticality log might be perturbed by local
anomalous crustal magnetism and (perhaps) by atmospheric and solar magnetic phenomena. It would be wrong
to overstate the effect of magnetic formations, which, very often, can damage discrete sections of the borehole
azimuth log. The data curve may be subjectively but logically edited (manually) as necessary.

A presentation of tilt
and azimuth data that
allows some quality
assurance and valid
manual editing where
indicated.

Boundary
In this example, it
seems sensible to
correct the noise on
the azimuth log at 450
metres.
Dolerite dyke

This type of verticality log is a continuous log of multiple discrete standalone measurements. The logger could
lower his sonde to 3,000 metres and take a single stationary measurement if he wanted to. He could log on the
way into the borehole and on the way out in order to check on precision and rotational effects. Importantly, he
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ould also plaace his sond
de into a teest jig on or near site and confirm
m its accuraccy in magne
etically benign
co
formations. Id
deally, this should be d
done beforee and
affter logging a borehole.

A field
d test jig bein
ng constructed
d from PVC piipe set
in lo
ots of concrete
e (to limit pro
oximity to maagnetic
grround effects)). The PVC pip
pe must be stiiff and
straight. The
e client is invitted to have th
he jig's
orrientation measured and cllearly marked
d on it.

Th
he logger sho
ould place hiis sonde in th
he jig and mimic a
loggging processs by asking his
h assistant to turn the depth
d
wh
heel on his winch
w
(betteer still by using a depth pulse
geenerator) wh
hile he slowly rotates the sonde abo
out its
longitudinal axxis (without lifting it off the
t low side)).
Th
here is usually some sligh
ht sine wavee effect as a result
off the tool's rotation
r
and
d it is possib
ble to processs the
daata to determ
mine the maxximum and typical
t
error boxes to be displayed on
n the log.

Tilt and azimuth
a
logs from
f
two too
ols rotated in a PVC jig.

It is importantt to considerr the log abo
ove. It is not a log of trajectory at thiis stage but iindividual logs of boreho
ole
tilt and azimutth which maay be edited before processing furthe
er. If it weree a borehole trajectory lo
og, it would be
invvalid to smo
ooth out a no
oisy section because
b
the error caused by the noise would have affected the
t location of
the entire trajectory curvee below that depth. The correction
c
must
m be donee before the llogs are com
mbined.
Haaving captured a navigattion log referrenced to maagnetic north, it is necesssary to correect it to be with
w respect to
tru
ue geograph
hical north. The
T correction, an addittion of the prevailing
p
m
magnetic
declination, varries with collar
location and with
w time. Lu
uckily, it is no
ow quite eassy to researcch the curren
nt "magneticc declination of a point" on
the Earth's surrface via the internet.

The main problem
ms with magneto
m
ometer‐b
based verticality logs are that the
ey
are not re
eliable in
n magnettic rocks and cannot be ru
un throu
ugh steel casing.
Th
he gyroscopee (gyro) son
nde may be run througgh steel casing (there iss no magnettometer) so the geologgist
reeceives a log of borehole deviation fro
om collar to end of hole,, which is a big
b advantagee.
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Another advantage is that the driller does not have to pull out his drilling rods. The gyro sonde may be deployed
inside the rods.
The gyroscopic Inertial Navigation System, in its many forms, has been the standard for gyro logging in recent
years. Directionally, the gyro exhibits inertia. The Earth moves and the sonde moves with respect to the Earth.
Both move with respect to the unchanging orientation of the gimballed gyroscope.
The INS log is a continuous measurement that is based on tool face alignment to a surface reference before and
after logging. There is always measurement drift during the log that is caused by the Earth's rotation. This drift is
measured in terms of total drift and varying rate of drift during the log. The difference between the aggregate of
the in‐hole drift checks and the total drift measured at surface is called closure.
There will be a small error caused by uncertain drift between drift check stations. Tool manufacturers admit to
10 degrees per 3 hours as a typical error. Since the tool is usually run within 1 hour in mineral boreholes and the
system records an up‐log and a down‐log to share the error, there should be a high degree of accuracy.
Usually, the deeper the hole / longer the log duration, the greater the closure. It can be reduced by judicious
editing of drift check values...sometimes, due to tool movement, you get one or two that are obviously
anomalous.
A navigation log derived from INS gyro data is mostly very accurate but, if the geologist requires log quality
assurance, he has to make a test well available to the logger (difficult to certify). Even then, small navigational
errors (variable drift effects) are unique per log run.

The INS system requires some user input, such as aligning the sonde
correctly. Drift errors are minimised by careful procedural discipline.
Recent INS sondes include special filters that reduce drift effects thus greatly improving accuracy.
The north‐seeking gyro sonde provide the geologist with a verticality log through steel rods and casing (as with
INS, the complete borehole may be surveyed with respect to a surface collar). They do not rely on a start and
finish directional reference nor are they affected by measurement drift accumulation over time. Their
measurements are referenced to geographical north.

The mineral north‐seeking gyro sonde may be a spinning mass gyro or one of the more recent ring laser or fibre
optic designs. In slim mineral tools, the log comprises is a series of unique stand‐alone stationary measurements
made with respect to its estimation of true north (continuous north‐seeking normally requires a triaxial platform
which is usually a bit too large for slim tool diameters). This takes about two minutes, or longer at high latitudes
where the point on the Earth's surface is moving more slowly than it is nearer to the Equator. The client can
decide on station frequency or can limit the measurement to a short length of borehole...a deflection perhaps.
As with the magnetometer verticality tool, the logger can lower his sonde and take a unique measurement in
the borehole ... or in a test jig at the surface. Speed between stations is unlimited and the logger can log on the
way down then confirm precision with a log on the way out of the borehole. Logging programs sort the data
points by depth.
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The tool requires is the latitude of the borehole collar location. Each survey station measured by a north‐
seeking gyrocompass is independent so station to station coherence offers some QA (see the log below).

The north‐seeking gyro sonde is relatively expensive but it offers a high
degree of repeatability as well as log quality assurance, if required, based
on an orientated surface test jig.

A north‐seeking fibre‐optic gyro log with stations every 5 metres overlaid by logs from a televiewer sonde

The advice to the geologist is that no navigation tool is perfect but, nowadays, barring malfunction or operator
error, they are all pretty good. It is generally agreed that, given a robust design and ongoing development of
solid state systems, a slim version of the continuous north‐seeking option offers the best solution long term.
All navigation systems have developed a lot since the Voorspoed test. Unfortunately, that test jig was
dismantled to make way for mining. A similar certified test site would be welcomed by the industry.

What condition is the borehole in?
The geologist should consider the borehole
condition before instructing his logging contractor
to lower an expensive or radioactive sonde...not
least because, in many contracts, he will have to
pick up the bill for lost or damaged equipment.
There is the option to run a dummy sonde before
measuring anything. That can be done quite quickly
and is recommended for boreholes drilled in
unfamiliar ground...the first few holes in a new
prospect before the logger can assess the risk of
borehole collapse.
The next run would be the three‐arm caliper
sonde...offering a very accurate measure of
borehole diameter. Even that may be dispensed
with in high volume jobs where the logger knows
his ground and rig time is a factor. It is not wise to
lower a radioactive sonde into a small diameter,
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deep, hard‐rock borehole without first running a caliper sonde. One hard pebble can trap the
sonde. The caliper not only describes caving but dislodges most pebbles that might be
teetering on the point of falling inwards.
The caliper log describes spalling (as a result of the drilling process), open fractures and
borehole volume, which is useful for grouting operations and critical to some grade
estimations (diamond carats per cubic metre for instance).
The logger might also offer a two‐arm caliper (on the right) or a four‐arm device with
independent arms or independent pairs of arms (dual axis).
A one‐arm caliper logger is created by removing the source from a sidewall density sonde.
This might at first seem laughable, who needs a one‐arm caliper tool when a two or three‐
arm option is available? Well, maybe they are not available...damaged in transit. Or perhaps
the borehole is at such an angle from vertical that the three‐arms will not support the sonde
and so are understating hole diameter. The one caliper arm does not support the weight of
the sonde, which sits conveniently on the low side of the hole.
The two‐arm version finds the largest borehole diameter, locking into vertically aligned
breakout (spalling that occurs perpendicular to the maximum stress orientation). It is
therefore very useful to measure depth of breakout, identified and orientated by a
televiewer log. In deep mine development, the depth of breakout generated by the pilot hole
is proportional to the tonnes of rock that will leave the side of a sinking mine shaft.
The more expensive four‐arm device is a better measure of borehole cross‐section and
volume but capturing a log is not always straightforward. Refer to issue 21, January 2017.
If the four‐arm sonde has a verticality tool attached, in alignment with the caliper pair axes,
the logger may offer a Borehole Geometry Tool; logs of borehole deviation, borehole
diameter, borehole ovality and the orientation of breakout plus natural gamma, all in one
run. There are not many of these BGT sondes around but there are plenty of redundant four‐
arm dipmeter sondes out there that can be converted (arms instead of pads).
Most three‐arm caliper tools may be run with temperature and natural gamma subs added.
This is the ideal first‐run sonde for deep exploration logging.
The writer was recently asked to log the volume of over twenty bored pile conduits at a
construction site somewhere in Africa. There are two big issues, one is freighting the kit to
site (always tricky) and the second is the special manufacture of extra long caliper arms that
are capable of logging to over one metre diameter. The longest arms are 77.5 centimetres
pivot to tip. A set of three made from stainless steel would weigh down on the caliper spring too much so it was
decided to make these and the intermediate 62.5 centimetre arms from aluminium. Operations are ongoing.
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An optical televiewer log with caliper log on the far right

Loggers require a caliper log to calibrate optical televiewer structure logs where diameter is variable (bit size will
not suffice), as in the log above. Unlike the acoustic televiewer log, there is no time image and it is remarkably
difficult to see caving in the optical image.

What can the geologist learn from borehole fluid logs?
The logger can provide a range of services that describe the fluid in the borehole column. Fluid temperature is
an interesting example.

A temperature Log (blue dotted curve) through coal seams

The standard temperature log, based on a thermister, is designed to provide a measure of the ambient
geothermal gradient. However, when drill rods are withdrawn, the temperature log will not have reached
equillibrium with the surrounding formation. The immediate formation will have been cooled by drilling fluid so
that will not represent ambient conditions either. A log of the true temperature gradient should be run much
later, at least 48 hours after rods are withdrawn.
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The inrush of groundwater caused by the lowering
of the fluid level as rods are withdrawn will occur at
permeable or fractured zones.
The depth of these zones may be determined using
differential temperature (water entering the column
is usually warmer than drilling fluid). So the
temperature tool might be run twice, for quite
different applications, once immediately after rods
are withdrawn and once 48 hours later. See Bulletin
Issue 14 (November 2015).
The ambient temperature curve is modified by local
changes in the thermal conductivity of the
formation. Some metallic minerals have noticeably
higher conductivity, which results in anomalous
features on the log.
Coal has low conductivity and acts as an insulator, as
can be seen on the log shown at the bottom of the
previous page.

It is important to differentiate between fluid inflow anomalies and
formation conductivity anomalies identified on the temperature logs.
Many temperature sondes include a fluid conductivity detector, which is useful for detecting fluid inflows when
some time has passed and the temperature features have dissipated. Conductivity anomalies, inflowing
groundwater is often more conductive than the borehole column, retain their signature for many days after
inflow has stopped. The log should be corrected for temperature; producing a log of equivalent conductivity at,
for instance, 20 degrees Celsius.

An example of fluid inflow at two points described by the conductivity log (red dashes) ‐ from Weatherford

A common use of the conductivity log is to detect dissolved mineralisation, to assist with fluid sampling, or
plumes of contamination of groundwater in permeable rocks or to determine boundaries of polluted water and
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fresh water in wells or mine shafts. If a polluting ingress point is identified, the logger can lower his fluid capture
sonde to take a sample at the exact depth of the ingress. So, we get ingress depth, to correlate with other logs,
and water quality at that depth.
This kind of continuous objective survey may be performed on multiple occasions over time in specially drilled
monitoring wells.
There is the option of logging a water quality sonde instead of fluid sampling. In this case, the geologist or
hydrologist gets his data immediately on site, instead of waiting for a laboratory. The measurement list is
comprehensive...temperature, conductivity, pressure, dissolved, oxygen, pH, oxidation reduction potential
(redox), ammonia and chloride. This is a log of groundwater properties, ideal for water quality monitoring and
pollution studies.
The geologist or hydrologist has the option of determining flow rates within
the borehole column, either natural or induced flows. Usually, natural flow
rates between aquifers are quite subtle and, in order to be measured, require
a tracer device such as a heat‐pulse flowmeter sonde. This type of sonde
makes a stationary measurement of upward or downward flows by timing the
transit of heated fluid from element to sensor. The sensitivity is limited by the
length of time the heat pulse is retained by the fluid but rates as low as 5
centimetres per minute. The upper limit is around 5 metres per minute.
A "spinner" (Mount Sopris Instruments)

For flows above 2 metres per minute, which might be induced by pumping in
(pressuring) or out (depressuring) of the borehole, a mechanical device caller
an impeller flowmeter is the best option. Depending on formation
transmissivity, a pressure imbalance can result in very rapid water flows and
their measurement is an important component of geotechnical logging.
Flow rates up and down a borehole may be calibrated by reference to winch speed and a three‐arm caliper log.
The sonde is normally trolled along the borehole so that a continuous log of flow is captured. Ingress/egress
from an open fracture, for instance, results in a measurable step on a log.

Induced flow (hard rock / fracture ingress) from an impeller flowmeter

That concludes Part 1 (describing the borehole and borehole column) of a three part series on the basics that
every Geo should know. Next time we look at the physical properties of the formation.
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2. Measurement Focus
A review of one wireline log measurement
The Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Log (NMR)
This nuclear measurement should not frighten a potential client...there is no radioactive source. The sonde does
include a strong permanent magnet and it also applies a (secondary) resonant or pulsed electromagnetic field at
a particular frequency.
The NMR sonde is designed to quantify and characterise porosity and infer permeability by measuring RF energy
emitted by hydrogen atoms as they relax after induced precession. An RF transmitter/receiver is tuned to detect
hydrogen only, it ignores other atoms...so we are looking at hydrogen in water, (and oil and gas, but we mineral
loggers concentrate on water). The rock matrix is not included (it is included by other porosity indicators, those
based on density, sonic, neutron and resistivity) and that is the key attribute of the NMR technique.
The nucleus of the hydrogen atom (just one proton) can
be thought of as a tiny spinning magnet with north and
south poles. In nature, the polarities of hydrogen in water
are all over the place (OK, they are influenced slightly by
the Earth's relatively weak magnetic field) but if the
nuclei are suddenly subjected to a strong and constant
magnetic field, they are all aligned (polarised) by it.
That is the first step; to polarise the hydrogen nuclei
with a strong permanent magnet. The longitudinal
relaxation time (T1) is measured. This describes the rate
of polarisation.
Once the hydrogen nuclei are aligned, the effect of the
Induced nuclear precession
constant (longitudinal) magnetic field is removed. The
nuclei are given a very quick nudge in order to make
them precess in phase with each other...tilting the axis of rotation by 90 degrees. Like tapping the end of a
spinning top so the tilted axis of spin describes a circle as it rotates...this rotation is called precession. It is
achieved by applying very short bursts of electromagnetic energy whose field is aligned perpendicular
(transverse) to the original magnetic field and whose frequency is tuned to effect H only, using an RF
transmitter. The nuclei are "excited" then allowed to decay.
The second step is to precess the polarised hydrogen nuclei then let them decay. The precessing nuclei
generate an oscillating RF signal that is detected by the sonde. The transverse relaxation time (T2) is
measured. This describes the rate of decay.
So we have some interesting phenomena to consider...



The peak amplitude of the RF signal after polarisation
The decay rate of the RF signal

The peak signal amplitude is a function of the fluid hydrogen count or total moisture. This volume may be
divided into bound water in clays and free water in larger pore spaces, in sandstone for instance.

The peak induced RF signal measures the volume of hydrogen/water... the
total porosity. Its decay characteristics describe the pore geometry.
The thermal neutron tool, measures the total hydrogen count but it does not discriminate between bound and
free water and its measurement can be perturbed by chlorine and certain elements in the rock matrix,
particularly iron.
In NMR, the decay rate of hydrogen nuclei is faster as a liquid water molecule diffuses in a cramped space such
as a micro‐pore or capillary. Actually there are several mechanisms that attenuate the RF signal over time but
surface interactions dominate. Every interaction with molecules in the wall of a pore transfers some energy,
shortening the decay time. So, if the sonde has energised hydrogen in a large pore space or an open fracture,
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fewer interactions occur and the
decay period is extended. In oil
logging the viscosity of the pore
fluid has a major effect on T2
time...which seems logical enough.
Importantly, the ability to
estimate individual pore size as
well as overall pore volume allows
mathematical
estimation
of
permeability based on exhaustive
empirical analyses. No other
logging tool provides such a
reliable measure of permeability.
The NMR sonde is an expensive
item and relatively slow to run
(winch speed will not normally
exceed 1m/minute). But that has
to be seen in context...time and
costs saved by avoiding packer
testing for instance.
The continuous nature of the porosity and permeability measurements allows more effective selection of
perforation zones or screened casing.
The ability to measure true porosity, to closely estimate permeability and to characterise pore geometry makes
NMR a cost effective tool in many hydrological and geotechnical analyses.
This is very new technology in the Mineral exploration industry and it is one of the few measurements that this
writer has never made. He is reliant on a guest contributor to explain NMR / BMR in more detail.

3. Guest Article
A serialisation over two issues by Tom Neville

Principles and Applications of Borehole Magnetic Resonance Logging
Borehole magnetic resonance (BMR) is a unique measurement that responds to both the volumes of fluids
present in a rock, and the distribution of those fluids as a function of pore geometry. As such, it is a powerful
addition to any borehole geophysical characterisation aimed at evaluating the storage and flow capacity of
subsurface formations.
NMR physics
Hydrogen nuclei possess both angular
momentum and a magnetic moment;
simplistically they can be viewed as
behaving like magnets spinning around
their magnetic axes. Therefore, their
magnetic fields will interact with other
magnetic fields, and they can generate
electromagnetic signals if they rotate
around an axis perpendicular to their
magnetic axes.
Nuclear magnetic resonance is a
phenomenon that results from the
interaction of these nuclear magnetic fields
with external magnetic fields. The external

Figure 1: An NMR measurement involves two phases, polarisation
and dephasing, each characterised by their own relaxation rate.
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magnetic fields can be static, as created by permanent magnets, or dynamic, as generated by electromagnetic
fields.
In a volume of water, or other hydrogen‐containing fluids, the magnetic fields of the various hydrogen nuclei in
the different molecules will be randomly oriented. If an external magnetic field B0 is introduced, these nuclei
will align themselves with the external magnetic field (Figure 1).
This polarisation of the hydrogen nuclei, or longitudinal relaxation, does not happen immediately as the
hydrogen nuclei are also being influenced by local magnetic fields. The polarisation is a quasi‐exponential
process and is described in terms of a longitudinal relaxation rate T1. If the external magnetic field is then
removed, interactions of the hydrogen nuclei with local magnetic fields will cause a progressive dephasing of the
magnetic fields of the hydrogen nuclei, until they are once again randomly oriented. This dephasing or
transverse relaxation is again a quasi‐exponential process and is described in terms of the transverse relaxation
rate T2.
Although it is simple to introduce an external magnetic field to align the hydrogen nuclei, it is not trivial to
“instantaneously” remove that magnetic field again. However, application of an electromagnetic field B1 with
appropriate frequency for an appropriate time interval will tip the nuclei by 90°. This has two important effects.
Firstly, it effectively removes the influence of the B0 field. Secondly, the angular momentum of the nuclei when
spinning parallel to the B0 direction causes the tipped nuclei to rotate around the B0 direction and
perpendicular to their magnetic axes, or precess, generating an oscillating electromagnetic field that can be
detected (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Polarisation is achieved by introducing
an external magnetic field B0. Dephasing, as well
as generation of a measurable signal from the
rotating nuclei, is achieved by tipping the nuclei
through 90° into the B1 plane.

When all hydrogen nuclei are precessing in alignment, a peak signal will be generated. However, as the
hydrogen nuclei begin to dephase, the net signal decreases until it is effectively zero when the nuclei are
randomly oriented again. This dephasing is either reversible or irreversible; reversible dephasing is an
experimental artefact that is accommodated for during an NMR measurement while irreversible dephasing is
due to the interactions of hydrogen nuclei with local magnetic fields, as described above; these interactions fall
into three classes of relaxation mechanisms, which are discussed below.
The rate at which a hydrogen nucleus precesses is a function of the magnetic field strength at the location of the
nucleus. If a magnetic field is constant over a local area, then all nuclei will precess at the same rate. However,
local field heterogeneities always exist and will cause nuclei to precess at slightly different rates. Therefore, the
nuclei appear to dephase due to these local heterogeneities, an effect known as free induction decay. This effect
is reversible; an electromagnetic field applied with an appropriate frequency for an appropriate time interval will
tip the nuclei by 180°, essentially changing the direction of rotation. This will bring the faster and slower
precessing nuclei back into alignment, causing a new peak signal or spin echo to be generated.
While this is taking place, hydrogen nuclei are also undergoing irreversible dephasing; this has the effect of
moving the axis of rotation of the nuclei out of the B0 direction so that they no longer contribute to the
measured NMR signal.
Therefore, over time the amplitude of the spin echoes reduces as nuclei undergo irreversible dephasing. This
process of polarisation in the B0 direction, followed by applying a 90° pulse to tip the nuclei into the B1 plane,
followed by a series of 180° pulses to refocus the precessing nuclei is known as a CPMG pulse sequence after its
inventors Carr, Purcell, Meiboom, and Gill, and forms the basis of borehole magnetic resonance measurements
(Figure 3).
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A CPMG pulse sequence is characterised by three properties, a wait time during which polarisation takes place,
an echo spacing between 180° refocussing pulses, and a total number of echoes acquired. In practice, CPMG
pulse sequences are usually acquired in phase alternating pairs or PAPs, with a 90° tipping pulse in one CPMG
followed by a ‐90° tipping pulse in the second. Combining these cancels out any baseline offsets in the tool
electronics.

Figure 3: A CPMG pulse sequence is the basis for BMR measurements. It is characterised by three properties, a wait time
during which polarisation takes place, an echo spacing between 180° refocussing pulses, and a total number of echoes
acquired.

Making a BMR measurement
A borehole magnetic resonance tool consists of two major components, a set of permanent magnets that create
the static magnetic field B0, and an antenna that creates an oscillating magnetic field B1. The tool also contains
the electronics required to generate the B1 field and detect the oscillating electromagnetic fields generated by
the precessing hydrogen nuclei (Figure 4). There is also a microprocessor to handle the large amounts of data
generated for each measurement.
The permanent magnets generate a magnetic
field around the tool, generally decreasing in
strength away from the tool axis. As described
above, the hydrogen nuclei precess with a rate
or frequency, the Larmor frequency, that is
governed by the magnetic field strength.

Figure 4: Schematic layout of a borehole magnetic
resonance tool showing permanent magnets,
antenna, and measurement volume.

This Larmor frequency also governs the
frequency at which the B1 pulses are applied to tip the nuclei into the B1 plane and refocus them, the resonant
operating frequency of the tool. As the magnetic field strength, and hence the corresponding Larmor frequency,
varies around the tool, selecting an appropriate operating frequency allows the measurement volume of the
tool to be defined. For typical tool designs, this consists of a thin shell around the tool, although some tool
designs employ magnet and antenna configurations that define different measurement volumes, such as an arc
or a cylinder. A unique feature of NMR is that the sensitive volume is discrete, and defined by the combination
of magnetic field distribution and selected frequency, and the measurement is not influenced by the borehole or
formation outside of the measurement volume. The choice of operating frequency is typically a trade‐off
between maximising depth of investigation to avoid borehole rugosity or other near‐borehole effects and
maintaining adequate signal to noise ratio, which degrades with increasing depth of investigation.
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The antenna and associated electronics fulfil two roles: they are used to transmit the tipping pulses and to
receive the electromagnetic signals generated by the precessing nuclei. This double duty places significant
demands on the electronics as they need to handle the high power requirements of the tipping pulses while at
the same time being sensitive enough to measure the small returning signals. Typically, electronics will be
saturated following application of a tipping pulse, and will need to recover before being able to measure the
spin echo signal; this limits the minimum echo spacing as the spin echo signal occurs half way between tipping
pulses but can only be measured once the electronics have recovered sufficiently. As there are significant
advantages to short echo spacing, particularly in the presence of fast relaxing nuclei or fluids with high diffusion
constant, optimising electronics performance to reduce this down time is an important tool design objective.
Antenna design also influences vertical resolution of a BMR measurement, with the nominal vertical resolution
defined by the antenna length. However, to achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio, it may be necessary to
apply vertical averaging of a number of individual CPMG measurements; in this case the vertical resolution will
be a function of antenna spacing, measurement sample rate, and degree of vertical averaging applied.
The signal measured during each spin echo is the voltage induced in the antenna by the oscillating
electromagnetic field being generated by the precessing hydrogen nuclei. This voltage is typically calibrated to
porosity by comparing the measured voltage to the voltage measured with the tool in a water tank, representing
100% porosity. A number of environmental effects, many related to temperature, are also accounted for in the
conversion of voltage to porosity. Firstly, the strength of the magnetic field generated by the permanent
magnets in the tool varies with temperature. This is corrected for by continuously measuring the magnetic field
strength using a sensor positioned close to the permanent magnets and comparing it to the magnetic field
strength during calibration. Secondly, the tendency for hydrogen nuclei to polarise in the B0 field is reduced as
temperature increases due to the Curie Law effect. This is corrected for by comparing the temperature at which
the measurement is being made to the temperature at which the tool was calibrated. Finally, changes in
temperature and conductivity of the environment in which measurements are being made affect the electronics
performance. This is corrected for by comparing the response of a test loop measured while logging to the test
loop response during calibration.
Relaxation mechanisms
Three primary relaxation mechanisms control the rate at which hydrogen nuclei polarise and dephase: bulk
relaxation that is a function of the fluids present in a rock, surface relaxation that is a function of the pore
system in which the fluids exist, and diffusional
relaxation that is a function of the BMR
measurement process itself (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Longitudinal and transverse relaxation involves
three separate processes—bulk, surface, and diffusional
relaxation—working in parallel.

Bulk relaxation is a result of interactions between the
magnetic fields generated by hydrogen nuclei in the
various fluid molecules in a rock.
In each molecule, a net magnetic field results from
the distribution of hydrogen nuclei and their
individual magnetic fields.
However, as a molecule rotates or tumbles, an averaging effect reduces the net magnetic field generated by a
given molecule. Therefore, the magnitude of these resultant magnetic fields is larger for slower moving
molecules as encountered in more viscous or lower temperature fluids. Higher viscosity and lower temperature
lead to faster bulk relaxation. For most fluids, the bulk relaxation rates for longitudinal and transverse relaxation
are similar.
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Surface relaxation involves interactions between the magnetic fields of the hydrogen nuclei and those of
paramagnetic atoms such as iron, manganese, chromium, and nickel. These atoms may occur as part of the
chemical structure of the rock matrix, and so as fluid molecules move around within a pore in the rock, the
hydrogen atoms in these molecules may interact with such atoms occurring close to the surfaces of the pores.
Two factors control the rate at which surface relaxation takes place.

For a pore of a given volume, the higher its surface area the more likely it is
that molecules will approach the pore walls, so the surface to volume ratio
has a major control on the rate of surface relaxation. There is also a direct
correlation between surface to volume ratio and pore size, so the rate of
surface relaxation reflects pore size in a rock.
The second factor that influences the rate of surface relaxation is the abundance of paramagnetic atoms at or
near the surfaces of pores; this is characterised by the surface relaxivity. Small pores and higher concentrations
of paramagnetic components lead to faster surface relaxation. Rocks typically show a different surface relaxivity
behaviour for longitudinal versus transverse relaxation, therefore the T1 and T2 due to surface relaxation are
different.

Diffusional relaxation is an additional irreversible relaxation mechanism that takes place during dephasing,
which is conceptually like the process behind free induction decay. After application of the 90° pulse that tips
hydrogen nuclei into the transverse plane, the nuclei will precess with a frequency that is a function of the
magnetic field strength at the location of the nuclei.
Although local field heterogeneities cause slightly different precession rates, application of the 180° pulses will
bring the nuclei back into phase. However, at a larger scale, magnetic field strength reduces away from the
permanent magnets that create the B0 field. As a molecule diffuses through the pore system during a CPMG
measurement, it may be influenced by a different magnetic field strength, and therefore hydrogen nuclei in this
molecule will be precessing with a different frequency than hydrogen nuclei in surrounding molecules that have
not moved during the measurement. Therefore, subsequent 180° pulses will not bring these nuclei into phase
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